Dislocation mobility is a fundamental material property that controls strength and ductility of crystals. An important measure of dislocation mobility is its Peierls stress, i.e., the minimal stress required to move a dislocation at zero temperature. Here we report that, in the body-centered cubic metal tantalum, the Peierls stress as a function of dislocation orientation exhibits fine structure with several singular orientations of high Peierls stress-stress spikessurrounded by vicinal plateau regions. While the classical PeierlsNabarro model captures the high Peierls stress of singular orientations, an extension that allows dislocations to bend is necessary to account for the plateau regions. Our results clarify the notion of dislocation kinks as meaningful only for orientations within the plateau regions vicinal to the Peierls stress spikes. These observations lead us to propose a Read-Shockley type classification of dislocation orientations into three distinct classes-special, vicinal, and general-with respect to their Peierls stress and motion mechanisms. We predict that dislocation loops expanding under stress at sufficiently low temperatures, should develop well defined facets corresponding to two special orientations of highest Peierls stress, the screw and the M111 orientations, both moving by kink mechanism. We propose that both the screw and the M111 dislocations are jointly responsible for the yield behavior of BCC metals at low temperatures.
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metal plasticity | thermally activated motion | anisotropic mobility | molecular statics | molecular dynamics S trength, formability, toughness, and other important properties of metals and alloys are largely defined by the ability of special crystal defects-dislocations-to move in response to stress. Crystal dislocations were first proposed in 1934 (1) (2) (3) to explain a large discrepancy between the measured yield strength and the expected (ideal) shear strength of a perfect crystal. The key idea was that the stress it takes to move a dislocation must be significantly lower than is necessary to make the atomic planes slide against each other in a perfect crystal (4) . The concept of Peierls stress (PS), defined as the minimal stress necessary to move a dislocation at zero temperature, has played a prominent role in dislocation physics and crystal plasticity. The specific value of the PS in a given material is believed to delineate two distinctly different regimes of dislocation motion (5) . At a stress below PS dislocation motion requires thermal assistance and proceeds via kink-pair nucleation and migration. In contrast, at a stress above PS thermal assistance is no longer necessary and dislocation's mobility is limited by its interaction with phonons and electrons. Similar to other extended crystal defects; e.g., grain boundaries, the mobility of a given dislocation is known to depend on its orientation in the host crystal, however the nature of such mobility anisotropy and its effect on crystal plasticity are neither understood nor quantified.
Here we use atomistic calculations to carefully examine variations in the PS values over the entire range of dislocation orientations in the f110g close packed planes of the body-centered cubic (BCC) metal tantalum (Ta). The observed PS variations are striking ( Fig. 1 ) and can not be fully explained within existing theory. However we show that an extension of the classical PeierlsNabarro (PN) model offers a semiquantitative description of the observed PS variations, provided the dislocation lines are allowed to bend. Our analysis clarifies the notion of dislocation kinks as meaningful and constructive only for vicinal orientations surrounding the singular PS spikes leading us to propose a dislocation line classification of the Read-Shockley type (6) . Two of the singular orientations stand out by their high PS magnitudes: the screw orientation in which the line is at 0°to its Burgers vector and the M111 orientation at 71°to the Burgers vector. Focusing attention on these two singular orientations, we present strong evidence from atomistic calculations suggesting that at sufficiently low temperatures both the screw and the M111 dislocations move by kink mechanisms. This suggestion is contrary to the pervasive notion that in BCC metals only the screw dislocations experience high lattice resistance to their motion whereas all nonscrew dislocations are qualitatively the same and can be well represented by fast moving orientations close to 90°(edges). To clarify the effects of the low M111 mobility on crystal plasticity we use Dislocation Dynamics (DD) simulations in which dislocation mobility function is anisotropic and contains two slow orientations-screw and M111. The DD results suggest that low mobility of the second slowest orientation (M111) results in dynamic faceting of dislocation loops expanding in the f110g glide planes. The same low mobility defines the rate at which dislocation loops sweep the area and may be responsible for yield behavior observed in BCC metals at low temperatures.
Results
To examine the anisotropy of dislocation mobility we computed PS for 87 different orientations of b ¼ 1 2 ½111 dislocations in the ð110Þ slip plane of a BCC crystal using the Finnis-Sinclair interatomic potential model for Ta (7) . Several methods were employed specifically to minimize numerical errors in PS calculations (see Materials and Methods). The remaining errors depend on the orientation and are estimated to be within 3 MPa for 73 out of 87 orientations and within 7 MPa for all 87 orientations.
In Fig. 1 the computed PS is plotted against the character angle θ; i.e., the angle between the dislocation line and its Burgers vector. Perhaps the most prominent feature on the plot is the PS spikes at several low-index orientations. The highest of the spikes corresponds to the screw (θ ¼ 0°, or ½111) orientation, at τ P ¼ 2;785 MPa. The second highest spike of 547 MPa is at the mixed ½111 orientation (θ ¼ 70.53°), labelled here as M111 (8 background group of orientations with PS values ranging from 3 to 50 MPa. Still finer details may be seen within this background group but their significance remains uncertain due to the finite accuracy of our calculations. When scaled by the shear modulus of Ta, our six highest PS spikes are comparable to the PS values reported earlier for the same six low-index orientations in model BCC crystals (9) , suggesting that the existence of such singularities is a consequence of BCC lattice geometry.
To rationalize our findings we first appeal to the classical Peierls-Nabarro (PN) model of dislocations. Remarkable in its simplicity and clarity, the PN model is a hybrid approach that reproduces the long-ranged elastic distortions caused by the dislocation while, at the same time, capturing the essential nonlinear effects in the atomic core (10, 11) . Key for our discussion here is that the PN model predicts the magnitude of PS τ P to depend exponentially on the ratio of the dislocation core width w PN to the spacing a between the neighboring Peierls valleys (minimum energy line positions in the glide plane). In the relevant limit of w PN > a (12),
where τ max is the ideal shear strength for the slip along [111] direction in the ð110Þ plane *.
where μ is the shear modulus, ν is the Poisson ratio, and b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector. For the model potential used here, τ max ¼ 10.5 GPa. Whereas the core width w PN varies only modestly within the ð110Þ plane, spacing a ranges from the maximum ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2∕3 p a 0 for [111] and ½111 orientations (here a 0 is the lattice constant) to nearly zero for high index orientations. In fact, when considered as functions of θ, both a and τ P (as predicted by Eq. 1) are examples of the Dirichlet function (13) that is equal to zero for any irrational orientation while taking on finite values for all rational orientations. Fig. 2 A and B compare the atomistic PS values against τ P computed from Eq. 1 of the PN model. It turns out that the very low-index orientations that display the highest values of PS in the atomistic calculations, also possess the smallest w PN ∕a ratios resulting in the highest PS as predicted by the PN model (Eq. 1). For the [111] (screw) orientation, the atomistic value of 2,785 MPa is remarkably close the PN prediction of 2,650 MPa. This agreement may be considered fortuitous given that the equilibrium core structure of screw dislocations in BCC metals does not spread out on one particular plane, contrary to the assumption made in the PN model. For the ½111 (M111) orientation with the second smallest w PN ∕a ratio, the PN model predicts the second highest value of PS, again in agreement with the atomistic result. This trend holds for a few more low-index orientations with small w PN ∕a ratios supporting our assertion that the existence of orientations with high PS is largely a geometric effect (see also ref. (14) reporting similar observations for γ-TiAl with L1 0 structure). However, for higher w PN ∕a ratio, the PN model disagrees strongly with our atomistic results. For example, in the angular range of jθj < 4°around the screw orientation, the PN model predicts τ P to fall below 10 −10 MPa whereas all atomistic PS values within the same range are reliably above 10 MPa. In fact, the atomistic PS stays above 10 MPa for more than 75% of the orientations considered in this study, and no single atomistic PS value falls below a floor of 3 MPa. In contrast, in the PN model only eight orientations have the PS above 1 MPa, and many of the others fall below 10 −6 MPa and had to be truncated in Fig. 2B .
The Line-On-Substrate Model. To remedy the above mentioned shortcoming of the PN theory, here we consider a "line-on-substrate" (LOS) model that regards the dislocation as a line resting on a periodic energy landscape (substrate) representing the coupling between the dislocation line and the crystal lattice † . As shown in Fig. 3 , the dislocation consists of line segments connecting nodes regularly spaced along horizontal axis z. Within the LOS model the dislocation enthalpy is
where the first term on the right hand side is constructed from the misfit energy in the PN model (12) and represents the interaction between the line and the substrate. The second term is a discretized line tension approximation (15, 16) to the elastic self energy that causes the dislocation to resist bending. The third term is the work done by the applied stress with the minus sign. The variables θ i;iþ1 , L i;iþ1 , b, and Δz are defined in Fig. 3 . The optimal shape of the line on the substrate is obtained by minimizing the enthalpy (Eq. 2) with respect to the nodal positions x i . The PS is defined as the lowest stress σ for which the minimization fails to converge. In the limit of infinite bending stiffness E LT → ∞, the large line tension term forces the dislocation to remain perfectly Fig. 2 A and C near θ ¼ 0°and θ ¼ 71°).
Stress Plateau and Kinks. The only difference between the PN model and the LOS model is that in the latter dislocations are allowed to bend to reduce their energy. Because the PS plateaus are reproduced in the LOS model but not in the PN model, the very existence of the PS plateaus must be due to dislocation bending. Fig. 4B shows the shape of a dislocation with an average ½778 orientation that minimizes the dislocation's energy as defined in the LOS model (Eq. 2). The dislocation is seen to align along the ½111 orientation over most of its length while its average ½778 orientation is maintained by bending the line within a localized region, a kink. If the applied stress exceeds its PS, this dislocation moves by lateral motion of the kink along the line. This behavior explains the existence of the PS plateau around the ½111 orientation-in the angular range where the kink is well defined, the PS of a vicinal dislocation is the PS of the kink. It is of interest to compare the shape of the ½778 line as predicted by the LOS model with the shape of the same orientation obtained in the atomistic model of Ta. To enable the comparison, we slice the atomic structure containing a fully relaxed ½778 dislocation into thin slabs normal to the ½111 direction. For each slab, the position of the dislocation center is obtained by matching the displacements of atoms within the slab to the displacement field of a straight Volterra dislocation (5). The dislocation centers for each slab are then connected by straight segments to depict the overall shape of the dislocation line. As shown in Fig. 4B , the line shape extracted from the atomistic configuration and that predicted by the LOS model are strikingly similar, confirming the usefulness of the LOS model for qualitative analysis of dislocation shapes and PS.
The concept of kinks is pervasive in physics but, in the specific context of dislocations in crystals, what constitutes a kink is still open to interpretation. Confusion stems, in part, from the lattice geometry itself where all but a few shortest lattice vectors can be regarded as sums of two other lattice vectors with lower Miller indices. Of these two vectors, the shorter one can be thought of as a kink. But does this observation mean that every high index dislocation orientation must contain kinks? Limited resolution of methods employed to visualize crystal defects can add to confusion. A representative example is given in Fig. 4A , where only the atoms in the dislocation core are plotted. These atoms appear to contain a sharp bend that is tempting to interpret as a kink. However, both appearance and positions of such a bend depend on a particular choice of a local measure of atom "defectiveness". For example, shown in Fig. 4A are only the "core" atoms whose centro-symmetry deviation (CSD) parameter (17) exceeds the threshold of 1.6 Å 2 . Given the variety of per-atom measures proposed in the literature (17) (18) (19) (20) , our choice for CSD and its particular threshold value was largely arbitrary.
In the past, similar analyses have lead to claims (by ourselves included) that edge dislocations in BCC metals contain kinks (21) (22) (23) . However, given the unwanted freedom in defining what constitutes a kink, such definitions are next to meaningless. We believe that it is only useful and constructive to invoke kinks to describe dislocations in an angular range Δθ of orientations around a singular PS spike where PS exhibits a plateau. Only for such orientations, the kink becomes a defined object possessing its own properties such as PS and width. Following (24) we estimate that Δθ ∼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi a s τ s P ∕ðμbÞ p , where τ s P is the PS and a s is the spacing between neighboring Peierls valleys for the singular orientation. Fig. 1 suggests that the screw and the M111 orientations support kinks as well as, possibly, [110] and [001] orientations. However, the lower the PS of the singular orientation, the narrower the angular range Δθ in which the kinks can be identified. Furthermore, even when kinks are detectable in atomistic calculations, they can be washed out by line vibrations at finite temperatures or quantum zero-point vibrations, unless the PS of the singular orientation is sufficiently high.
What we observe here is quite similar to the Read-Shockley model (6) of grain boundaries, in which lattice misorientations are accommodated by geometrically necessary dislocations. Exploring this analogy, we classify dislocation line orientations in BCC metals as special (singular), vicinal, and general. Small (vicinal) deviations from a special orientation are accommodated by geometrically necessary kinks. However, unlike grain boundaries, special dislocation orientations are identified here not by the energy cusps, but by PS spikes instead.
Dislocation Mobility. The existence of well defined vicinal ranges around the screw and the M111 orientations suggests that both dislocations can move by kink mechanisms. Indeed, it is widely accepted that under certain conditions kink mechanisms define the motion of screw dislocations in BCC metals (25) . To test the hypothesis that M111 dislocations also move by kink mechanisms, we performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations over a range of temperatures and stress (see Materials and Methods). Fig. 5A shows that, when plotted as a function of stress, the velocity of the M111 dislocation is S-shaped at temperatures below 200 K. This mobility behavior is similar to that of screw dislocations reported earlier (26) . This comparison is a still stronger indication that, just like for the screws, thermal activation is required for the M111 dislocations to move under stress below the PS. Detailed analyses of dislocation trajectories confirm that under low stress/temperature conditions, the M111 dislocations move in a stop-and-go fashion where every unit translation is initiated by kink pair nucleation and spreading along the line, similar to the screw dislocations (26) . Our observations of low mobility of M111 dislocations are supported by recent MD simulations of dislocation motion in iron (27) . When dislocation mobility is controlled by kink-pair mechanisms, the lower the temperature the higher the stress required to make the dislocation move at a given velocity. To quantify this effect, Fig. 5B plots several temperature-stress combinations that were found to maintain dislocation velocity at about 10 m·s −1 . At this velocity, we have found (empirically) that the dislocation moves by the kink mechanism. The line connecting the data points thus delineates the thermally activated regime from the drag-controlled regime of dislocation motion: under the temperature-stress conditions within the shaded area, the M111 dislocation is expected to move by kink mechanisms (if it moves at all).
The singular character of the M111 dislocations can have experimentally detectable consequences. To better understand what role the M111 dislocations can play in crystal plasticity, we performed MD and DD simulations of a glide dislocation loop expanding on the {110} slip plane. In our DD simulations, mobility of dislocation segments comprising the loop was anisotropic. Expressed as a function of the segment character angle θ the mobility was assumed to have two cusps: the deepest cusp at the screw orientation (θ ¼ 0°) and the second cusp at the M111 orientation (θ ¼ 70.5°) (see Fig. 6B ). For simplicity, an idealized linear mobility law is assumed in this simulation, but qualitatively the same behavior is observed in DD simulations using more complex and realistic mobility laws (see SI Text). As the initially circular loop expands under the applied stress, it gradually develops a shape of rounded parallelogram bounded by four dislocation segments of the two slowest-moving orientations, as shown in Fig. 6A . Similar behavior is found in the MD snapshot shown in Fig. 6C . This faceting behavior is in close analogy to crystal growth where, at the initial stages of growth, fast growing crystal planes (facets) grow out to near extinction and the growing crystal acquires a shape bounded by a small number of the slowest growing facets (28) . Further crystal growth is controlled by the growth mechanisms on its bounding slow facets. Similarly, once the loop develops a faceted shape, its further expansion is controlled by the mobility of its two slow facets-the screw and the M111 segments. Given that M111 mobility is the higher of the two, the overall rate of area sweeping by the expanding dislocation loops (and hence the plastic strain rate) is controlled by the mobility of M111 dislocations up to a later time when the loop's aspect ratio grows equal to the mobility ratio of the M111 and the screw orientations. On still further expansion, the two singular orientations should contribute equally to the plastic strain rate and the expanding loop is expected to maintain a constant aspect ratio (see SI Text for a more detailed discussion of the rate of loop expansion).
Faceting of dislocation lines predicted here for BCC tantalum is a dynamic effect different from a known preference of dislocations to align along certain crystallographic directions in semiconductors (29) and intermetallics (30) where such behaviors have been related to particular core structures and singularly low core energies of dislocations in a few special orientations. We specifically examined for singularities the variations of computed core energy as a function of dislocation character angle but, except for the screw, found none within the FS model used in our calculations. This observation suggests that the M111 facets in BCC Ta are expected to develop only during dislocation motion and are likely to disappear on unloading, because kinks on the M111 dislocations are highly mobile and should quickly reduce to energetically favored rounded shapes as soon as the stress is removed. This behavior is in contrast to the case of silicon where kink mobility is low (29) and dislocation loops retain their faceted shapes long after the stress is removed. The predicted fleeting nature of the M111 facets suggests in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as a means for their observation. Because the kink-pair mechanisms must be rate controlling for the M111 facets to appear, experiments on BCC tantalum must be conducted at low temperature, e.g. T ¼ 100 K, see Fig. 5B .
The special role of screw dislocations in the plasticity of BCC metals has been well appreciated in large part due to their exceptionally low mobility. For example, temperature and rate dependence of yield and flow stress in BCC metals have been related, convincingly, to the slow thermally assisted motion of screw dislocations at temperatures below the athermal threshold (25) . While confirming the special role of screw dislocations, our calculations show that M111 dislocations, being the second slowest orientation, can also play a special role in low temperature crystal plasticity where the shape and rate of expansion of the dislocation loops should be controlled by their two slowest facets. For example, the temperature dependence of the preyield stress (at which the screw dislocations are believed to be sessile) observed in BCC niobium at low temperatures (31) is fully consistent with thermally activated motion of M111 dislocations. We speculate that certain features observed on the yield stress vs. temperature curves in BCC metals in the range of temperatures around 100 K (32, 33) can be attributed to thermally activated kink-pair mechanisms of M111 dislocation motion coming into play at such low temperatures. We conjecture that the yield (or preyield) stress of BCC metals in the zero temperature limit may well be influenced by the PS of the M111 dislocations, instead of being a hallmark of the PS of the screw dislocations as is commonly believed. Thus, the predicted cross-over to kinkpair mechanisms on the M111 dislocations offers a possible explanation for the well known but still unresolved discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical values of the PS: the zero-temperature extrapolation of the critical resolved shear stress at yield for Ta [about 360 MPa (34) ] is many times lower than the predicted PS for screw dislocations, but is comparable to the PS of M111 dislocations predicted here. Therefore, whereas existing theories have been focusing on the mobility of screw dislocations, M111 dislocations may be the rate controlling defect in BCC metals at sufficiently low temperatures. We leave it to future work to establish if and how slowing the motion of M111 lines can affect the magnitude of preyield and yield stress in BCC materials at low temperatures. It appears that DD simulations are well suited for the purpose.
Materials and Methods
Molecular Statics Calculation of Peierls Stress. The simulations cells are subjected to periodic boundary conditions along the dislocation line orientation ξ and another orientation m (not necessarily orthogonal to ξ ) on the ð110Þ slip plane. The free-surface boundary condition is applied in the direction n normal to the slip plane. A single dislocation is introduced to the center of the simulation cell using a cut plane normal to ξ × n. External forces are applied to the surface atoms along the Burgers vector direction b to exert shear stress. At each shear stress, the atomic positions are relaxed using the conjugate gradient algorithm. The shear stress is increased in steps of 1 MPa until dislocation motion is observed. The lowest stress at which the dislocation moves by 1 nm is the estimate of the Peierls stress. Simulation cells with different lengths in the m and n directions (keeping the aspect ratio constant) are used to monitor numerical convergence, while the simulation cell length in the ξ direction is always the minimum lattice repeat distance along that direction.
Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Dislocation Mobility. MD simulations were performed using MD++ (35) and LAMMPS (36) codes with the velocity Verlet algorithm and the integration time step of 1 femtosecond. The temperature was controlled using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat and the shear stress was exerted by applying forces to atoms at the top and at the bottom of the simulation boxes, as described in ref. (37) . The methods used to introduce dislocations into the crystal and to extract dislocation velocities were described previously (38) .
